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FINANCIAL & COMMERCIAL DOCUMENTS: IN REFERENCE TO 

INTERNATIONAL TRADE 

Author- Aarjav Jain1 

 

“By virtue of exchange, one man’s prosperity is beneficial to all other” 

- Frederic Bastiat 

1. Introduction 

Documents in simple language can be defined as a piece of written, printed or electronic matter 

that serves as evidence of having carried out a 'transaction. The term "documents" has been 

defined in the ICC Uniform Rules for Collections as follows: 

"Documents" means financial documents and/or commercial documents:  

1. "Financial documents" means bills of exchange, promissory notes, cheques, or other similar 

instruments used for obtaining the payment of money;  

2. "Commercial documents" means invoices, transport documents, documents of title or other 

similar documents, or any other documents whatsoever, not being financial documents.  

Documents used in International trade transactions can be broadly classified into five categories, 

based on their functional aspects, namely,  

(a) Financial Documents  

(b) Commercial Documents  

(c) Transport Documents  

(d) Risk Covering Documents  

(e) Official/Regulatory Documents  
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The above arrangements depend on useful parts of the records. Some of the time, a report may 

perform more than one capacity. In such cases, it tends to be characterized into more than one 

class. (e.g — invoice-cum-certificate of origin)  

2. Financial Documents  

As the name demonstrates, monetary reports are the records that play out the capacity of getting 

money, assortment of payment...etc. The basic money related archive utilized is a bill of trade. 

2.1. Bill of Exchange 

A Bill of Exchange is likewise alluded to as "draft" or "Hundi". Merchandise can be sold or 

purchased for money or using a loan. At the point when products are sold or purchased for 

money, installment is gotten right away. Then again, when products are sold/purchased on 

layaway the installment is conceded to a future date. In such a circumstance, ordinarily the firm 

depends on the gathering to make an installment on the due date. However, sometimes, to keep 

away from any chance of postponement or default instrument of credit is utilized through which 

the purchaser guarantees the dealer that the installment will be made by the concurred 

conditions. In India instruments of credit have been being used since days of yore and are 

famously known as Hundies. The hundies are written in Indian dialects and have a huge 

assortment.  

These days these instruments of credit are called bills of trade or promissory notes. A bill of 

exchange is discernable from a promissory note since it doesn't contain a guarantee and the 

cabinet doesn't explicitly vow to pay it. It is like a note, be that as it may, since it is payable 

either on-request or at the predefined time.  

It is a three-party debatable instrument in which the primary party, the cabinet, presents a request 

for the installment of an aggregate sure on a subsequent gathering, the drawee, for installment to 

an outsider, the payee, on request or at a fixed future date.  

In numerous nations, a bill of exchange is perceived as an authoritative archive. In India these 

instruments are represented by the Indian Negotiable Instruments Act 1881. As indicated by 

segment 5 of the Negotiable Instruments Act 1881, a bill of exchange is characterized as an 
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instrument recorded as a hard copy containing a genuine request, marked by the producer, 

guiding someone in particular to pay a conveyor of the instrument.  

The accompanying highlights of a bill of exchange develop out of this definition.  

• A bill of exchange must be recorded as a hard copy.  

• It is a request to make installment.  

• The request to make installment is unequivocal.  

• The creator of the bill of exchange must sign it.  

• The installment to be caused must to be sure.  

• The bill of exchange installment is caused must to likewise be sure.  

• The bill of exchange must be payable to someone in particular.  

• The sum referenced in the bill of exchange is payable either on request or on the expiry 

timeframe.  

• It must be stepped according to the prerequisite of law  

Parties to a Bill of Exchange  

There are three parties to a bill of exchange:  

(i) Drawer is the creator of the bill of exchange. A dealer/leaser who is qualified for get cash 

from the borrower can draw a bill of exchange upon the purchaser/account holder. The cabinet in 

the wake of composing the bill of exchange needs to sign it as producer of the bill of exchange.  

(ii) Drawee is the individual upon whom the bill of exchange is drawn. Drawee is the buyer 

or borrower of the products upon whom the bill of exchange is drawn.  

(iii) Payee is the individual to whom the installment is to be made. The cabinet of the charge 

himself will be the payee on the off chance that he keeps the bill with him till the date of its 

installment. The payee may change in the accompanying circumstances:  
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(a) in the event that the cabinet has the bill limited, the individual who has limited the bill will 

turn into the payee;  

(b) in the event that the bill is embraced for a lender of the cabinet, the bank will turn into the 

payee.  

Advantages of Bill of Exchange  

The bills of trade as instruments of credit are utilized often in business due to the accompanying 

favorable circumstances:  

• Framework for connections: A bill of exchange speaks to a gadget, which gives a 

structure to empowering the credit exchange between the merchant/leaser and purchaser/indebted 

person on a concurred premise.  

• Certainty of terms and conditions: The lender knows when he would get the cash so 

additionally indebted person is completely mindful of the date by which he needs to pay the 

cash. This is because of the way that terms and states of the connections among indebted person 

and loan boss, for example, sum needed to be paid; date of installment; interest to be paid 

assuming any, spot of installment are obviously referenced in the bill of exchange.  

• Convenient methods for credit: A bill of exchange empowers the purchaser of trade. to 

purchase the products on layaway and pay after the time of credit. In any case, the merchant of 

products even after augmentation of credit can get installment promptly either by limiting the bill 

with the bank or by supporting it for an outsider.  

• Conclusive confirmation: A bill of exchange is a lawful proof of a credit exchange 

inferring consequently that throughout exchange purchaser has acquired credit from dealer of the 

merchandise; along these lines, he is at risk to pay to the vender. In case of refusal of making the 

installment, the law requires the bank to acquire a testament from the Notary to make it an 

indisputable proof of the incident.  

• Easy adaptability: An obligation can be settled by moving a canister of trade through 

underwriting and conveyance.  
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Functions of Bill of Exchange  

 

A Bill of Exchange plays out the accompanying five essential capacities.  

 Means of gathering installment: It shows that there is a business or exchange fundamental 

the Bill of Exchange drawn and it is a methods for gathering installment emerging out of such an 

exchange.  

 Means of Demanding installment: When an installment is expected from an individual, 

for the most part an interest must be made on him. A Bill of Exchange is drawn for requesting 

such an installment. At the point when a Bill of Exchange is attracted and introduced to the 

drawee for installment, it adds up to having made an interest on drawee to pay the sum.  

 Means for expanding credit: It can be attracted such a way that it very well may be made 

payable at sight or sometime not too far off (Tenor). At the point when it is drawn for a specific 

tenor it implies that the cabinet is permitting the drawee (or purchaser) to make installment 

sometime not too far off. Essentially he is broadening his purchaser a credit.  

 It a guarantee of installment: Certain Bills of Exchange are drawn on acknowledgment 

premise i.e., the drawee will be given the archives upon his acknowledgment to take care of the 

tab at a predefined tenor. Such an acknowledged Bill of Exchange is adequate proof of guarantee 

of installment by the cabinet. Accordingly a bill of exchange turns into a guarantee of installment 

after it is acknowledged for installment by the drawee at a predefined tenor.  

 It is receipt for installment: When the sum appeared on a bill of Exchange is paid by the 

drawee, the payee embraces the Bill of Exchange as "Got Payment" and hands it over to the 

drawee. Such a released Bill of Exchange go about as a receipt for having paid the sum 

expressed subsequently.  

Maturity of Bill  
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The term, development alludes the date on which a bill of exchange or a promissory note gets 

due for installment. In showing up at the development date three days, known as long stretches 

of elegance, must be added to the date on which the time of credit lapses instrument is payable.  

 

Discounting of bill  

On the off chance that the holder of the bill needs reserves, he can move toward the bank for 

encashment of the bill before the due date. The bank will makes the installment of the bill 

subsequent to deducting some revenue (called markdown for this situation). This cycle of 

encashing the bill with the bank is called limiting the bill. The bank gets the sum from the 

drawee on the due date.  

Necessity of Bill of Exchange  

In International trade generally Bills of Exchange are drawn in sets of two so that each can be 

sent with a set of documents. When they are drawn in sets of two, each one bears the exclusion 

clause making the other Part of the draft invalid. The FIRST OF EXCHANGE CONTAINS THE 

WORDS "The second of the same tenor and to unpaid” or similar words. THE SECOND OF 

THE EXCHANGE CONTAINS THE WORDS "The first of the same tenor and date unpaid" or 

similar words. 

Mode of Payments under Bill of Exchange 

Bill of Exchange can be arranged into two classifications relying on the hour of installment 

requested hereunder:  

(a) Sight Bill of Exchange: It is otherwise called on Demand Bill of exchange. Under such a 

Bill of Exchange the drawee needs to make installment on introduction/sight/request.  

(b) Usance Bill of exchange: They are otherwise called "Tenor" or "Time" Bill of Exchange. 

The drawee is coordinated to make installment following an expressed number of days or a 

period from a specific date or function. In International exchange usance bills of trade are 

ordinarily attracted two different ways in particular-  
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(i)DP Basis—Documents against installment premise.  

(ii) DA Basis—Documents against acknowledgment premise.  

In the principal case, drawee is permitted to make installment after an expressed tenor however 

records covered by the draft will be conveyed uniquely on installment of the draft sum. In the 

subsequent case, archives will be conveyed to the drawee against his acknowledgment of the 

draft for installment at the development on the due date.  

Stamp Duty on Bill of Exchange  

According to Indian Stamp Act, Usance Bills of Exchange drawn or caused payable in India to 

pull in stamp obligation. The stamp obligation payable changes as per tenor and estimation of 

draft. Additionally, Bills of Exchange attracted favor of banks with the end goal of 

markdown/buy or for making sure about account thereof pull in lower pace of stamp obligation. 

Other common financial documents used are Receipts, Promissory Note etc.  

3. Commercial Documents  

The records which are required by the purchaser and the merchant for their ordinary (business) 

exchange are named as Commercial reports. A portion of the business records are:  

(a) Proforma/Commercial Invoice: Proforma receipt is essentially a type of citation by the 

merchant to an expected purchaser. It is such a solicitation to the purchaser from dealer to submit 

a firm request on him. Regularly, a proforma receipt is like a conventional business receipt aside 

from the way that "PROFORMA" shows up on it. 

(b) Consular Invoice: It is an extraordinary sort of receipt which is needed by specific nations 

like the Philippines and South America. As the name demonstrates, it is a receipt which is 

"consularised" by a proper documentation hereon by the Consul of the nation of objective of 

merchandise (shipper's nation). In this way, a consular receipt is a receipt ensured by the office 

of the shipper's nation arranged in the exporter's nation. By and large, consular receipt is in an 

endorsed design.  
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The fundamental reason for this receipt is to give a precise record of the kind of product sent, 

their amount, esteem and so on so it might encourage fixing of obligations in the merchant's 

nation. Further, this is utilized for measurable purposes and for staying away from delay by 

virtue of customs examination and so on in the shipper's nation since its accuracy has just been 

checked by the emissary of that nation.  

(c) Customs Invoice: Customs receipt is commonly needed by nations like USA, Canada and 

so on This receipt is to be attracted explicit structure to be provided by the consular office of the 

shipper's nation. This encourages passage of product into merchant's nation at special tax rates 

and so on  

(d) Legalised Invoice: These solicitations are in any case called as "Visaed" solicitations. 

This is a receipt which is authorized (stepped and verified) by the Consul of the shipper's nation, 

arranged in the exporter's nation. This receipt isn't a lot of unique in relation to the consular 

receipt the extent that the point of the bringing in nation is concerned. The main contrast is that 

the legitimized receipt isn't in an endorsed structure not at all like consular receipt. This kind of 

receipt is required generally by center east nations and so on  

(e) Certificate of examination: As the name shows, it is an archive ensuring having 

investigated merchandise (preceding shipment). This endorsement is commonly wanted by the 

shipper so he can be certain that the correct sorts of merchandise requested are being sent by the 

exporter. In India certain products are legally exposed to quality control and pre-shipment 

examination. For this reason, an organization called Export Inspection Council was made. EIC 

turn has selected particular offices to give Inspection Certificates in regard of specific sort of 

merchandise. At times, the shipper may likewise name an individual to issue such a testament.  

In India, the fare assessment will be commonly done concerning:  

1. Particular set somewhere near merchant.  

2. Tests affirmed by merchant.  

3 Where no example/particular is given, ISI determination or other detail is by and large takes as 

a proportion of standard.  
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(f) Health Certificate: When live creatures or plants and so forth are sent out, for the most 

part the shipper demands a declaration of wellbeing by a perceived organization demonstrating 

the wellbeing and mobility of the fare item. Now and then, this authentication may likewise be 

needed according to the laws of either merchant's nation or exporter's nation. Different 

endorsements of this class are Phytosanitiary authentication or Radiation testament or 

Fumigation declaration.  

4. Transport Documents  

In International exchange the products move from the stockroom of the exporter to the 

distribution center of the merchant. The exporter and merchant are in various sovereign limits 

and the merchandise may move over the limits either via land, water or air or mix of at least one 

of the three media. Along these lines during this cycle of transportation of merchandise, different 

methods of transport are utilized and likewise unique sort of archives speaking to such 

development of products are given.  

5. Risk Covering Documents  

As the name demonstrates these are the records which speak to the protection cover against the 

actual dangers to the products that are moving from exporter to abroad merchant.  

6. Official/Regulatory Documents  

Official Documents are in any case called as Regulatory Documents in light of the fact that the 

greater part of these reports are needed for consistence of guidelines of either the exporter's 

nation or the merchant's nation. 

7. Conclusion 

The exchanging network over the globe have made and kept up an efficient strategy for the 

exchange of archives of the products in worldwide exchange and global financial framework. 

Documentation in unfamiliar exchange is planned in such an approach to guarantee that the 

exporter will get installment and the shipper will get the product. Archives in unfamiliar 
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exchange are phrased, planned and used to kill non-finishing hazard, to diminish unfamiliar trade 

hazard and to fund exchange exchanges. 
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